
dynamics studies of strain hardening that at present assume an
initial dislocation configuration could incorporate the proposed
interatomic-potential-based FEM to solve for the regular stress field
solution component, and use the L-criterion to nucleate new,
embryonic dislocation loops. Likewise, experimental studies of
the initiation and early stages of nanoscale deformation via slip,
twinning or cracking could be designed to exploit the above-
mentioned effects of crystallographic orientation, elastic anisotropy
and boundary conditions. A
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A large impact by a comet or meteorite releases an enormous
amount of energy, which evaporates, melts and fractures the
surrounding rocks1–4. Distinctive features of such impacts are
‘shatter cones’, deformed rocks characterized by hierarchical
striated features5,6. Although such features have been used for
decades as unequivocal fingerprints of large-body impacts, the
process by which shatter cones form has remained enigmatic.
Here we show that the distinctive shatter-cone striations natu-
rally result from nonlinear waves (front waves) that propagate
along a fracture front7–10. This explains the observed systematic
increase of striation angles with the distance from the impact.
Shatter-cone networks, typically spanning many scales, can be
understood as hierarchical bifurcations of the fracture front,
which is generated by the immense energy flux carried by the
initial, impact-generated, shock waves. Our quantitative predic-
tions based on this theory are supported by field measurements
at the Kentland and Vredefort impact sites. These measurements
indicate that shatter cones near to the impact site were formed by
fractures propagating at nearly the Rayleigh wave speed of the
host rocks, whereas the furthest shatter cones observed (about
40 km from the impact site) were formed by fronts moving more
slowly. These results provide insight into impact dynamics as
well as dissipative mechanisms in solids subjected to sudden,
extremely intense fluxes of energy.

The formidable shock waves generated during large extraterres-
trial impacts intensely deform crustal rock1–4. Beyond the near-
impact region, where rock evaporation and melting prevail, shock-
induced structures are dominant3,11. Some of the most distinct of
these structures are shatter cones (Fig. 1a and b), which are observed
in nature only at large impact sites. They range in size from a few
centimetres to a few metres5,11, and generally occur within hier-
archic networks—called ‘horse-tail’ structures5—in which cascades
of contiguous cones of monotonously decreasing size are observed
(Fig. 1b). Although shatter cones are frequently semiconical, com-
plete cones are rare12,13, and, in many cases, their characteristic
striations are observed on nearly planar surfaces14 (Fig. 1b).

The precise mechanism for shatter-cone formation is unknown.
It has been shown that conical shapes could result either from the
interaction of shock waves with point inhomogeneities in rocks15, or
from interactions between the main compressive shock and
rebound waves16. However, these models do not explain the domi-
nant features of shatter cones: characteristic striations (Fig. 1a), the
‘horse-tail’ cone hierarchy (Fig. 1b), and the rarity of complete
cones. Here we present a new model for shatter-cone formation that
is based on recent developments in the study of dynamic fractur-
ing7–10. This model explains the characteristic features of shatter
cones, and its predictions are supported by field observations at the
classic impact sites of Vredefort, South Africa, and Kentland,
Indiana.

The Kentland impact deformed a thick sequence of Mesozoic
carbonate and clastic rocks. A quarry, 1 km2 in area and 200 m in
depth, in the central, uplifted part of this impact provides large,
three-dimensional shatter-cone exposures. Our fieldwork reveals
that shatter cones are not separable, isolated objects within the rock
mass, but are secondary structures that are generated along the
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surfaces of large, coherent fractures. At Kentland, for example, the
axes of dozens of shatter cones associated with a single large fracture
display a well-organized pattern in which the cone axes are direc-
tionally aligned over distances of tens of metres. Individual cones
range in shape from triangular markings on planar fracture faces to
partly conical surfaces that branch away from the host fracture.
Examination of the internal cone structure reveals multiple curved,
striated surfaces that are essentially secondary branches of the
parent fracture (Fig. 2). We have observed up to five levels of
hierarchical branches, ranging in size over three to four orders of
magnitude. The ‘horse-tail’ structure of shatter cones may now be
understood as a hierarchical network of secondary ‘branched’
fractures.

These large fractures that generate shatter cones are consistent
with tensile fractures formed as a result of the radially propagating
shock waves of the impact. Theoretical17, computational18–20 and
experimental work21–24 has demonstrated that such impact-gener-
ated waves produce large tensile stresses normal to the compressive
(radial) direction. These tensile stresses, which are predominantly
formed at the waves’ trailing edge18–20,24, will generate tensile
fractures that propagate outwards from the axis of impact19,21–24.
We identify shatter cones with secondary tensile fractures that
branch away from the large, primary tensile fractures produced by
the impact event. The large-scale coherence induced by the main

fracture explains why shatter-cone axes generally point towards the
impact centre5,6. This picture also explains the hierarchical branched
structure of shatter cones (Fig. 2), which is typically observed in
high-velocity tensile fracture in both laboratory experiments25 and
in the field26. Shatter-cone curvature reflects the initially curved
profile observed in these (secondary) branched fractures25. The role
of shear in shatter-cone formation is secondary. Although a small
amount of shear displacement is evident in some shatter cones, no
such displacement is observed in most of our samples.

We now turn to the striated surface features that are the hallmark
of shatter cones (Figs 1 and 2). Striations are restricted solely to
shatter-cone surfaces. Within a given shatter-cone sample,
additional (sub-surface) striations may be observed. However,
these only occur on well-defined branched fractures that have
bifurcated beneath the main fracture (see, for example, Fig. 2a).
We now show that shatter-cone striations can also be explained in
the framework of dynamic tensile fracture.

Recent work has revealed a type of elastic wave that exists along
the one-dimensional front defined by the leading edge of propagat-
ing tensile fractures. These waves, termed front waves (FWs), were
theoretically predicted to result from the interaction between

Figure 1 The structure of shatter cones. a, A typical quasi-conical surface of a shatter

cone on a slate sample. Large numbers of striations (elongated traces with a preferred

direction) are observed along shatter-cone surfaces. Pairs of striations originate at points

along the shatter-cone surface, and emanate outwards at small angles. Striation depths

and widths range from ,10 mm to a few millimetres. Scanning electron microscope

images reveal that a striation’s minimal width corresponds to the grain size of the host

rock. b, Typical hierarchical, ‘horse-tail’ structures of a cone-on-cone network on a quasi-

planar surface in quartzite. Aligned striations appear on the surface of each cone. Both

samples are from the Vredefort impact site.

Figure 2 Shatter cones as branched fractures. a, Six fragments (labelled A–F) peeled

away from the face of a shatter cone reveal a typical branched structure. Left, the

fragments in their original positions. Centre, the striated surface of an additional sub-

surface cone is clearly visible beneath the removed fragments. This sub-surface cone is

formed by a spoon-like branched fracture generated at point T. Right, a crosscut,

perpendicular to the surface along the T–T
0
line, displays the two branched surfaces. The

continuous black line indicates the exposed surfaces after removal of the fragments A–F.

The dashed line labelled 1 is the initial (upper) surface (before the removal of A–F). The

dashed line labelled 2 indicates an additional unexposed branch. The coin in a is 22 mm in

diameter. b, Although shatter-cone surfaces are highly striated, their sub-surface

structure generally consists of relatively few branched fractures. An oblique view of a

saw-cut shatter cone displays its sub-surface structure. The bright upper area is its

external striated surface. Beneath this surface, two branches are observed. White arrows

mark the initial branching locations and consequent propagation directions; the irregular

shape of the larger branch indicates additional small-scale branching. Note that the

striations are found solely on the fracture surfaces (fractographic features) defined by the

branches. Both a and b are dolomite samples from the Kentland site.
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material inhomogeneities and fracture fronts7–9. Experiments10 have
shown that FWs, initiated by localized inhomogeneities, create
characteristic tracks on the fracture surface (Fig. 3). Pairs of tracks
emanate from a local inhomogeneity with a relative angle, a,
described by the relation cos(a/2) ¼ V/V FW, where V and V FW

are, respectively, the propagation velocities of the fracture front and
the FW (Fig. 3). V FW is approximately (0.96–1.0)V R (refs 7–9),
where V R, the Rayleigh wave speed of the material, is the maximum
speed at which a tensile crack can propagate27. This maximal
fracture velocity is independent of both the intensity of the tensile
stress driving the fracture and the velocity of the shock wave
responsible for the loading. Angles greater than a ¼ 1058

(V , 0.6V R; ref. 25) have been observed in laboratory experiments
(Fig. 3). Because the stress needed to drive a crack increases
precipitously beyond this velocity, smaller angles, corresponding
to higher fracture velocities, are nearly impossible to achieve under
laboratory conditions.

We now postulate that each striation on a shatter-cone surface is a
FW track formed along the rapidly propagating fracture front
generated by the impact. This would predict that: (1) the angles
between striations at a given shatter-cone site should fall within a
narrow range, because a is solely determined by V/V FW; and (2) a
should systematically increase with the distance from the impact
centre, as the fracture velocity will decrease with the decreasing
stress away from the centre.

The Vredefort impact in South Africa (Fig. 4a) provides an
excellent test of this hypothesis. The Vredefort site, created about
two billion years ago, is one of the largest impact structures on
Earth, about 200 km in diameter, and countless shatter cones are
exposed within a belt around its centre4,14,28. We analysed shatter
cones at 22 sites distributed in the northern section of the Vredefort
structure, at distances ranging from 14 km to 37.5 km from its
centre (Fig. 4a). The sites are located on exposures of granites,
quartzite, slates, chert and andesites, and cover most of the range of
shatter-cone distribution in the Vredefort site. Semiconic and
semiplanar striated surfaces are well-developed in the fine-grain
rocks (slates and quartzite), and are less developed in the coarse-

Figure 3 Fracture front waves, FWs, are generated by the interaction of a dynamic

fracture front with a localized inhomogeneity. a, A schematic presentation of FWs

generated by an inhomogeneity (filled circle). Shown are sequential locations of the

leading edge of a fracture (a ‘fracture front’) propagating from left to right with velocity V.

Each line marks the position of the fracture front at successive, evenly spaced, time

intervals. Two counter-propagating FWs, emitted at the inhomogeneity, propagate along

the front with velocity V FW with respect to their initiation point. FWs create structure within

the fracture plane that can be observed as characteristic tracks on the fracture surface.

The propagation velocity, V, can be determined from the angle a by10: cos(a/2) ¼ V/V FW.

b, Photograph of a fracture surface in glass, with FW tracks generated by localized

inhomogeneities induced by the spontaneous formation of small branched fractures25

(‘micro-branches’). As indicated by a < 1058, this fracture propagated from left to right

at V < 0.65V FW.

Figure 4 Shatter-cone measurements at the Vredefort impact site. a, A simplified map of

the Vredefort impact structure30. The locations of the 22 sites at which shatter cones were

studied are denoted by the dotted lines. Their present location is a cumulative result of

three deformation stages: intra-impact excavation, post-impact relaxation and regional

erosion over the last 2 billion years4. b, In a given shatter cone, the angles between

striations are narrowly distributed. Histograms of striation angles, a, measured in slate

(diamond symbols) and quartzite (squares) samples, found at different sites are

presented. c, The mean striation angles, a, systematically increase with the distance from

the impact site. Shown are mean striation angles corresponding to granite (squares),

quartzite (filled diamonds), slates (crosses), andesite (triangles), and chert (bars). Error

bars are 1 s.d. of the measured angles at each site. We ascribe the scatter of a at a given

site to variance of the mechanical properties of the rocks. d, The relation between the

fracture propagation velocity, calculated by cos(a/2) ¼ V/V FW, and the local value of the

calculated compressive stresses4 induced by the Vredefort impact event. Note the sharp,

highly nonlinear, increase of the stress needed to drive propagation velocities that

approach the maximal limit of V R < V FW. Tensile stresses in the wake of the compressive

shock actually drive the fractures. These, which have not been explicitly calculated for the

Vredefort event, are of the same order of magnitude as compressive components17–19.

Our evaluation of the impact stresses at the measurement sites is based on the numerical

modelling of the first two deformation stages for the Vredefort crater by Turtle and

Pierazzo4. Their best model was calculated for a 10-km-diameter impactor having an

impact velocity of 20 km s21. We assume 5–10 km of erosion4,30.
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grained rocks (granite). We used samples from the 22 sites to
measure the angle a between pairs of striations. At every site,
well-defined striation angles were measured on a number of
samples. As predicted, the angles measured within an individual
sample are relatively constant with a typical standard deviation of 58

(Fig. 4b). In addition, the mean striation angles systematically
increase from 178 to 468 with the distance from the impact centre
(Fig.4c). Thus, both the narrow angular distributions and the
systematic increase of mean angles are consistent with our postulate
that the striations are formed by front waves.

Using cosða=2Þ ¼ V=VFW < V=VR; we calculated the fracture
velocities from the measured angles (Fig. 4c). The specific values of
V R in the samples are immaterial, because the angle a measures only
the normalized fracture velocity, V/V FW. We find that V approaches
0.98V R at approximately 15 km from the impact centre, and
decreases to ,0.9V R at 35–40 km from the centre. Thus, shatter
cones are observed within the narrow range of fracture velocities
above 0.9V R. Using the calculated spatial distribution of the
stress applied by the shock wave at Vredefort4, Fig. 4d indicates
a precipitous rise of the applied stresses with fracture velocity.
This increase is consistent with laboratory experiments29 at
lower velocities, and amply demonstrates why mean fracture
velocities approaching V R are never observed in the laboratory.
At the larger striation angles, we find that shatter cones are not as
easily recognized, as clear striations are less frequently observed,
possibly because their amplitudes are reduced at lower energy flux
levels.

We have shown that shatter cones are branched tensile fractures.
Shatter-cone striations are the preserved tracks of fracture front
waves. Analysis of the striations shows that shatter cones develop
only at extreme propagation velocities, between 0.9V R and the
maximal permitted velocity of VR. The angles of the striations (a),
which are shown to increase systematically with the distance from
the impact, reflect both the stresses and the energy flux driving the
fracture at a given site, and may be used as a general tool to evaluate
extreme local stresses in the field. Our results also demonstrate
that such rapid fracture propagation in intact solids necessitates
extremely high-energy fluxes, supplied naturally only by large
impactors. A
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To predict the consequences of human-induced global climate
change, we need to understand how climate is linked to biogeo-
graphy1. Energetic constraints are commonly invoked to explain
animal distributions, and physiological parameters are known to
vary along distributional gradients2. But the causal nature of the
links between climate and animal biogeography remain largely
obscure2,3. Here we develop a bioenergetic model that predicts
the feasibility of mammalian hibernation under different cli-
matic conditions. As an example, we use the well-quantified
hibernation energetics of the little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus)
to parameterize the model4. Our model predicts pronounced
effects of ambient temperature on total winter energy require-
ments, and a relatively narrow combination of hibernaculum
temperatures and winter lengths permitting successful hiber-
nation. Microhabitat and northern distribution limits of M.
lucifugus are consistent with model predictions, suggesting that
the thermal dependence of hibernation energetics constrains the
biogeography of this species. Integrating projections of climate
change into our model predicts a pronounced northward range
expansion of hibernating bats within the next 80 years. Bioener-
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